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FROM MONOTYPE TO COLLAGE (AND BACK?), FEBRUARY 24 - MARCH 2, 2018
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“This whole experience exceeded my
expectations!”
“I enjoyed every minute”
DATES

Saturday, February 24 Friday, March 2, 2018
COSTS *

Per person cost ranges from
$2915 - $4785 (depending
upon your choice of
accommodation). This
includes: Roundtrip airfare
between Ft Lauderdale, FL and
Staniel Cay, golf cart transfer to
SCYC and plane, all customs
fees/taxes, all meals,
accommodations, resort
activities: snorkel, kayaks,
paddle board, bikes, private
boating day to visit nearby
cays with picnic/snorkel, all
instruction/art supplies, and art
exhibition with opening
reception at the Yacht Club.
Please note: for insurance
purposes golf carts if desired
must be rented separately.
Discount rates are available to
all art workshop attendees at
SC Cart Rentals. Contact
Rhonda Culmer at
242-554-3879 mention art
workshop for discounted rate.

ABOUT STANIEL CAY

Staniel Cay is truly like no
other place on earth. The
island is nestled in the
m a g n i fi c e n t c h a i n o f
Bahamian Out Islands called
The Exuma Cays (a.k.a.
“Exumas”) and lies
approximately 75 miles
southeast of Nassau and 250
miles southeast of Florida.
The island itself is less than
two square miles in area and with a
population of less than eighty full-time
residents, Staniel Cay is the ideal place to
escape from the cares of the world. The Yacht Club has been
entertaining guests since 1956 and introducing them to the unspoiled
beauty of secluded beaches, bright blue waters, and friendly people.
You will not find more inspiring land and waterscapes anywhere in the
world. The breathtaking landscape of Staniel Cay is the perfect island
setting to be inspired and to create. The naturally contrasting colors of
the dark coral shoreline and aqua waters partnered with the laid back
culture of the islands is a wonderful escape. (continued on back)
* DEADLINE TO SIGN UP / CANCELLATION POLICY
Due to limited space and extensive planning to make this workshop
happen, we require a $800 non-refundable deposit at time of sign
up. The deadline to register and pay in full is January 16, 2018.
Travel insurance is always a good option in case of your plans
changing. SPECIAL OFFER! Refer another participant by November
30, 2017 and both participants will receive $100 off their workshop fee

EXTEND YOUR TRIP! You’re welcome to extend your stay at the
Yacht Club. You won’t want to leave! Talk to Carol for options.
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FROM MONOTYPE TO COLLAGE (AND BACK?), FEBRUARY 2018

“Lori is professional in her teaching and attitude...and makes it fun!”
ABOUT THE WORKSHOP: FROM MONOTYPE TO COLLAGE (AND BACK?)
We start by reviewing the basics of monotype while encouraging participants
to create at their own pace. Using non-toxic, soy based etching inks, we’ll
explore mark-making, placing emphasis on texture and pattern. Participants
will start by printing monotypes and then transform the
textures inherent in the painterly process of monotype to
create unique compositions in collage with use of the printing
press. Color and pattern will steer the composition resulting
in a variety of finished works on paper of different sizes and
shapes. Adhesives and Asian papers will be included in the
discussion and fee. This class is ideal for someone wishing
to further explore monotype or transform their way of
working. It’s a very loose, interpretive style. No printmaking
experience is necessary. All you need is a desire to create,
and we’ll do our best to make this workshop an
experience you’ll cherish. Limited class size of only seven
participants allows for one-on-one instruction. You will create a small
portfolio of works on paper, culminating in an exhibition and opening
reception at the Staniel Cay Yacht Club. Our studio will be at Point Breeze, a
long time resident and local artist’s private, waterfront home. We’re pleased
to offer this class with decades of travel and printmaking experience; this is
truly a unique opportunity.

CONTACT
RESERVATIONS / TRAVEL:
Carol at SCYC, 954-467-6658
or info@stanielcay.com
ART / WORKSHOP:
Lori Warner, 860-322-4265 or
gallery@loriwarner.com
You’re welcome to extend
your stay at the Yacht Club.
Simply, talk to Carol at SCYC
for options.

Lori Warner is considered a master printer
in monotype. Ms. Warner is a graduate of
Rhode Island School of Design where she
received highest honors and the award for
Excellence in Printmaking. She is the
owner of Lori Warner Studio / Gallery in
Chester, CT and runs a print shop, inviting
artist collaborations by invitation only.
Warner has received several awards for
her printmaking work, and exhibits
internationally.

“The boat trip was inspiring!”
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“I enjoyed
every minute”

